For a large class of purely metric, metric-affine, and purely affine theories of gravitation with nonlinear Lagrangians, it is proved that the theory is equivalent to the standard Einstein theory of gravitation interacting with additional matter fields.
I. INTRODUCTION II. AFFINE THEORY
The derivative (2.2) is not uniquely defined unless we assume the symmetry 1T'"A vo-= 1TvA /10-corresponding to the symmetry of r. The momentum 1T is a tensor density. The character of the momentum p depends on the character of the matter field f/J. For a tensorial matter field f/J the momentum p is a tensor den sity, too. where the momenta on the left-hand side are defined by (2.2) and (2.3). Introduce the symmetric and the antisymmetric part of the Ricci tensor:
We eonsider an affine theory based on a symmetrie eonneetion r/ 1 Av and a matter field f/J = (f/JB). We assume that the Lagrangian L of the theory depends on the eurvature via the Rieei tensor only:
L(/C/f/J) = LA(R/1v(/n,r'/f/J). Recently, a lot ofinterest has been devoted to "generalizations of general relativity." Many authors consider theories with Lagrangians depending on the curvature in a nonlinear way,l The dynamical strueture of sueh a theory is usually very eomplieated (e.g., fourth-order differential equations for the metric tensor). Especially obscure is the Cauehy problem, the description of the eanonieal strueture, definition and positivity of energy, etc. In the present paper we prove that many ofthese generalized theories are equivalent to the standard Einstein theory of gravitation, interaeting with additional matter fields. More preeisely, for a theory derived from a Lagrangian depending on the Rieei tensor it is possible (under some regularity conditions) to define a new metrie tensor and new matter fields in such a way that the field equations rewritten in terms of new quantities ean be derived from the standard linear Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian. Usually, sueh a transformation leads to eonsiderable simplifieation of a theory (the number of independent fields or the differential degree of equations deereases). The mathematieal analysis of the original theory based on our transformation is relatively easy beeause we have in general relativity a lot of standard teehniques for studying the Cauehy problem, the problem of stability of the theory, etc. For example, the energy ofthe entire system is eomposed of the gravitational energy of the new metric (whieh-as we know-is positive) and the matter energy. To eheek the stability of the evolution it is, therefore, suffieient to eheek the algebraie properties (e.g., positivity) ofthe energy-momentum tensor of the new matter fields.
We use the following notation for the Rieei tensor of a eonneetion r:
= r/1AVA -r/1\v + r a AAr/1 av -r a "vr/1 a),.
(1.1)
Here, for a field of a geometrie objeetf, we denote by/f the first jet of f (the value of f and its derivatives). Whenever = Ja f B (e.g., r/1"vo-: = JoT/1 Av)' The eovariant derivative with respeet to r will be denoted by D.
The main result ofthe pap er is eontained in Sec. IV. The prineipal mathematieal tool that we use is the appropriate analysis2 of a general affine theory, eontained in See. II. 
canonically conjugate to pl"V and the dynamical equation (2.14) with K and~being replaced by~and if3. The derivative (2.30) is trace1ess since U does not depend on the trace ofpl"v,\. Equation (2.29) together with the definition (2.30) is equivalent to Eqs. (2.26) and (2.27), Le., to (2.22) and (2.10),
The Lagrangian U is coordinate dependent, as in the case of the first-order Einstein Lagrangian. We will show later [see Eq,(2.32) ]that adding a complete divergence to (2.28) we can obtain an invariant Lagrangian ofthe second differential order in pl"v. For this purpose we introduce a new symmetric connection{1" \}, and the corresponding covariant derivative V, such that V,\pI"v=O.
(2.31)
The above formula defines uniquely {I" A v} in terms of the first jet of p provided det (pI"V) # O, which we have to assume.
We define our invariant Lagrangian 2 by the formula:
perform the complete Legendre transformation betweenã nd YJ. We define the new Lagrangian U by the formula:
To perform the Legendre transformation we have to express 
26)
Kl"v =~I"V(P,jIp,a,/r/;) (2.27) are solutions of (2.22) and (2,10). Hence, the Lagrangian U can be expressed in terms ofjIp,/a, and/r/;, Due to (2.24), (2.14), (2.26), and (2.27) wehave
-lsal"av) aal"a' equa1 to the trace1ess part ( rJ" ,\ va = O) and the trace (S va =~1T' Ava) of 17". Decomposition (2.13) of configurations imp1ies the decomposition of momenta:
where the convention for the derivatives ofthe Lagrangian is given by the formula: 
19)
Sl"v= _r '"v_~pI"v. (2.20) We see that the entire information about YJ is contained inp.
The Euler-Lagrange equation (2.4) splits into two equations:
[the decomposition of (2.4) into its trace1ess part and its trace]. Because of (2.18), (2.19), and (2.20), Eq. (2.6)-equivalent to (2.4)-can be rewritten as
Now following the method introduced in Refs. 2 and 7 we
The symmetric connection r sp1its into two independent geometrie objects6: (2.13) where~I" A v is a symmetric, projective connection (~AAI" = O), Le., a connection in the projective bund1e p (TM) and al": = rAAl" is a connection in the bund1e of sca1ar densities. We have thus a theory ofthree independent fie1ds;~, a, and r/;.The curvature R can be expressed in terms of the first jets of~and a:
(2.14)
Observe that PI"V is the curvature of a. We define the momenta conjugate to~and a: where by K/Lv (fp) we denote the Ricci tensor (which is a priori symmetric) of the connection {/ v}. The "matter Lagrangian" 53mat is given by the formula: 53 = li + aO" ({,u \h;1,uA 1'0") +~aO"(a,upIW) , (2.32) where by a/L we denote the covector a/L = a,u -{A A,u}. To produce an invariant quantity it is sufficient to use only the first divergence in the above formula. The last term is an invariant scalar density and has been added only for convenience (this way we cancel the termp,uva/LV in li that contains the symmetric part of a,uv)' Finally 53 depends on the derivatives of a via P only. The price we pay for it is the dependence of 53on the entire set of derivatives of p ( /p instead ofjIp ). The numerical value of 53can be calculated using (2.24):
Consider nowa purely metric case:
e4.1) equivalent to (2.23). Variation with respect to ifJreproduces
Eq. (2.7).
III. METRIC-AFFINE THEORY

IV. METRle THEORY
Now, we consider a metric-affine theory based on a symmetric connection r /L\' a metric tensor g/LV' and a Lagrangian L depending on the curvature via the Ricci tensor only: L(/r,/g,/ifJ) = LMA (R,uv (/r) ,r,y,g,fifJ), (3.1) where by y we denote the Christoffel symbols of the metric g. From the purely mathematical point ofview this theory is a special case of the one discussed in the previous section, with both g and ifJtreated as "matter fields." Due to the Legendre transformation that we described in the previous section we obtain the equivalence of the above theory with the Einstein theory for the new metric h/LV' interacting with three "matter fields": g/LV' a/L' and ifJB. The matter fields enter into the Lagrangian via their first jets only.
We do not want to discuss the "philosophical" question ofwhich ofthe fields, h or g, is the "true" metric and which one is merely an additional matter field. An important argument for h being the true metric is the role of1ight cones of h in the causal properties of the Einstein theory based on the Lagrangian (2.34). Generically, a solution of our field equations admits singularities, Le., points where the signature of the metric becomes nonphysical. The transition between physical and nonphysical regions of space-time corresponds to extremal matter densities. Usually, regions which are nonphysical with respect to the metric g do not coincide with nonphysical regions for h. A deep analysis ofthese phenomena could probably help us to decide which metric is more physical. In most examples, however, regions corresponding to relatively weak density of matter are equally good for both g and h.
A special case is the Palatini formulation of general relativity. Here the Lagrangian (3.1) is linear with respect to the curvature: r,y,g,fifJ) . (3.2) In this case we have Moreover, the Lagrangian does not depend on derivatives of the field a/L (the field a/L can therefore be e1iminated algebraically7) .
Another example is the variational principle proposed recently by Moffat.9 Using our techniques it is possible to prove that his theory of general nonsymmetric connection interacting with nonsymmetric metric is equivalent to the standard Einstein theory of the symmetric metric interacting with a second rank, antisymmetric matter field ( (2.37) where K = 81TG is the gravitational constant. We see that (2.31) is equivalent to 'VAh/Lv =0, so that {/v} are the Christoffel symbols of h. Thefirst termin (2.34) is the scalar curvature of the new metric. Observe that the expression (2.15) for P/LV remains valid ifwe replace a/L bya/L since the cur1 of {A A/L}= a/L (ln..J -det ha(3) vanishes. Finally, we can choose "the metric" h/Lv, the covector field a/L' and the original matter field ifJB as independent variables. We see, that the Lagrangian (2.34) is the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian with its matter part depending on matter fields a/L and r,their first derivatives, the metric h/Lv, and its Levi-Civita connection. Observe that a/L is the nonlinear Proca field since the Lagrangian depends on its derivatives via P /LV only.
The Einstein equations of this theory (DL / Dh/Lv = O) can be rewritten as: (2.38) and are equivalent to (2.14). Variation of 53with respect to 
Expressing ® in terms of Vagl-'v: ,j -det h h I-'v =~-detg(ag Solving the above equation with respect to RI-'v we obtaiñ Inserting (4.10) into (4.7) we obtain 53mat = L~-det h h I- 'vgaPg'''[2V; .gpv (V agI-''' -V "gl-'a) + V I-'ga" V vgp;. + V AgaP (V"gl-'v -2V vgl-''') ] +~{ - The first ("kinetic") term of the above Lagrangian is universal and does not depend on the particular choice of the original Lagrangian LM' The second ("Higgs") term uniquely depends on the particular choice of field dynamics.
